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•Student government elections

.
Reed and Tracey want action in Studen
t Government
By Kim Dineen

Staff Writer
Editor's note: This is the first in a two
part series on Student Government candidates. The second will appear in Wednesday's edition.
In this year's Student Government presidential race, only two candidates are vying
for the position. Bill Reed is one of those
candidates; he and his running mate Jim
Tracey hope to fill the two top administrative seats in Student Government.
Reed is a junior international affairs major who was a student senator from 19901991 and was chair of the Fair Elections
Practices Committee until late last year. He is
currently on two administrative committees:
the Traffic and Safety Committee and the
Student Administrative Appeals Board.
Tracey is a sophomore political science
major. He returned to school this year after
spending three and a half months in Iraq
serving in the Persian Gulf War.He has been
a senator since last semester.
Reed and Tracey are running against
Brent Littlefield and Diane Dostie. Elections will be held Feb. 11.
"I am going to run based on those things
that 1 think need to be changed," Reed said.

"We do a lot of things during the GSS
meetings, pass a lot of resolutions, but we
don't have concrete action. We have to
address certain issues, not a whole bunch of
issues," Tracey said.
Reed and Tracey oppose Residential
Life's renovation plans for the Memorial
Union. The renovations, which Reed said
will cost approximately $178,000, include
eliminating the food service in the Damn
Yankee, converting two large conference
rooms-beside the Damn Yankee into a food
court,increasing Maine Bound's space,taking out the game room and installing a
computer room in its place.
"I'm not opposed to some ofthese chan,ges, but why hasn't money been spent to
renovate existing facilities? Why not improve the places that are already running
like the Bear's Den? It's so lousy you can't
even sit at a table down there without spilling your drink," Reed said.
Reed also opposes the proposed move of
the student Credit Union from the Memorial
Union. The reason for the move is the number of small transactions handled at the
Credit Union, which the Board of Directors
feel can be processed by an ATM machine.
"If the Credit Union is really interested
in moving in ATM machines, I don't see
why they can't move a wall in or something

Jim Tracey (L), vice presidential candidate, and Bill Reed (R) presidential
candidate.(Kiesow photo)
so that they can put the ATMs right inside,"
Reed said.
These scheduled changes at the union
are just driving students even further away.
Reed said.
"Students are already being pushed off
campus, but you start taking away the activ-

•Election '92

ities available here at the union and it will
drive people away from campus that much
more," he said. "The union is for students
and we use it for a lot more than just eating."
Micither priority of Reed's and Tracey's
Sec REED,TRACEY on page 14

•Greeks

Libertarian candidate for president Lambda Chi
stresses personal freedom,choices returning to UMain
.e
By Joe Sampson
Staff Writer
"Government is the only thing
that can force you to do something
that you do not want to do, and the
only thing that can keep you from
doing that you do want to do,"said
Andre Marrou, Libertarian candidate for the U.S. presidency.
His running mate is Nancy
Lord,who ran for Washington D.C.
mayor in 1990.
Marrou, a graduate of MIT,
made Bangor his most recent stop
on the campaign trail.
Marrou said the Libertarian Party is an alternative to the Democratic and Republican parties that now
control the national government.
He said the Libertarian Party
stands for personal freedom and
self-responsibility. He said he believes our government's only responsibilities should be to defend
the people against force and fraud.
In 1985 Marrou was elected to
the Alaskan State Legislature,
where he introduced legislation to
limit the size of government as
well as to reduce taxes, two of the
issues that make up the platform of
the Libertarian Party.
"All of the tax cuts that President Bush proposed would amount
to $25 billion, which is 1.5 percent
of the federal budget or 1/10 of the

VOTE LIBERTARIAN
e

ANDRE MARRO

Libertarian presidential candidate Andre Marrou spoke in
Bangor Sunday afternoon.(Sampson photo.)
Gross National Product," Marrou
said."These cuts are miniscule and
will have no effect at all (on the
economy)."
Marrou advocates the reduction
of bureaucracy by not replacing,'
membersofgovernment who leave.
"There is a seven to 10 percent
attrition rate in government," Marrou said.
He said he believes all American troops should be brought home
to defend the U.S., not other countries such as Japan and Germany.
Marrou said there are more
American troops in Japan then Japanese troops and this allows the
Japanese government to subsidize

their products, which is why their
televisions and other products can
be sold here for less.
"This goes beyond stupidity, it
goes to insanity," Marrou said.
On the sufiject of subsidies,
Marrou said he believes the U.S.
government should stop subsidizing tobacco, which he said is "responsible for 71 percent of drugrelated deaths."
One of Marrou's strongest beliefs is that personal income tax
should be abolished, along with
the Internal Revenue Service. He
said Americans once revolted over
Scc MARROU on page 14

By Sean P. Campbell
Volunteer Writer
After itscerernonious establishment in 1911 at the University of
Maine and its controversial demise
in December 1986, Lambda Chi
Alpha is making a comeback.
Ofthe 200 Lambda Chi chapters
nationwide, Maine's Beta chapter
was the second one founded.Seventy five years later it was suspended
by the university at the request ofthe
fraternity's national headquarters.
The suspension came after investigations of Lambda Chi for
possession of illegal drugs and
weapons were substantiated.
William Farkas, of Lambda
Chi's national office in Indiana,
echoed the sentiments of UMaine
Dean of Student Activities William Lucy. Both agreed that during
the time leading up to its suspension,Lambda Chi's members were
more than fulfilling the Animal
House stereotype.
"They were out of control,"
Farkas said.
Lucy said Lambda Chi was not
holding to the tenets and credos
Greek society stands for.
Lambda Chi is now back, but
Lucy and Farkas don't see it as a
bad penny. They view the university's new Lambda Chi colony as a

positive addition to the campus
and attribute much of its early success to Troy White, the former
president of the new colony.
Since the fall of 1990, after
Farkas contacted Lucy about reestablishing Lambda Chi, White,21,
has been very active in its revival.
His involvement began while he
was on exchange from UMaine at
the University of Idaho.
White rushed the Lambda Chi
colony at the University of Idaho
and helped it earn its charter while
he was there. (A fraternity first
goes through a trial stage called the
colony. After meeting certain requirements it is awarded a charter
and chapter recognition.)
White is trying to do the same
here, which would make him the
only chartering memberoftwochapters in the history of Lambda Chi.
Forty members are necessary
for the colony to earn back chapter
recognition and the Beta charter,
and the members are on their way
toward that goal. A successful rush
this fall produced 15 new brothers,
bringing their total to 18.
They said this rate of success is
directly attributed to Lambda Chi's
"Associate Member"policy. It differs from a more common fraternity practice, which divides rushes
Sec LAMBDA on page 14
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WorldBriefs

• Study shows breast milk affects mental developm

ent

• Algiers has deadliest unrest since military control
• Full wallet stops bullet aimed to kill dentist

•Health

Study gives evidence that br
milk gives children higher east
IQs

1

LONDON (AP) — A study
provides evidence that brea
st milk may have a
beneficial affect on the mental
development of children.
In a study of300 children who
were born prematurely,children
who were fed breast
milk scored significantly high
er on IQ tests than children who
received formula only.
The results are reported in
the Feb. 1 issue of the Lancet
, a British medical journal
The study is not definitive proo
f, but"very strong evidence,
" that an as-yet-unidentified
substance in breast milk affe
cts mental development, said
Dr. Alan Lucas, researcher and
head of Infant and Child Nutr
ition at the Medical Research
Council's Dunn Nutrition Uni
in Cambridge.
t
Lucas's study found that
193 children who had gotten
either breast milk alone or
breast milk plus formula sco
red significantly higher on
IQ tests compared to 107 who
had gotten formula only —
scoring 103.7 points versus
93.1. The IQ tests were giv
at age 7 1/2 or 8.
en

•Natural disaster

Earthquake jolts Tokyo,
injuring at least 30

•Political unrest

Five die in clashes between police,
citizens during prayer services
ALGIERS,Algeria(AP)— Muslim fundamentali
sts claimed Saturday that
five
people had died in bloody clashes with police
at prayer services a day earlier,
the
deadliest unrest since the military took power.
The Islamic Salvation Front said in a commun
ique that clashes broke out
between
citizens and security forces in 12 of Algeria'
s 48 states on Friday, the Muslim
holy day.
At least five people were killed, the Salvation
Front claimed,and 109 were
arrested.
Most of those taken into custody wer ima
e
ms, or religious leaders, loyal
to the
fundamentalist party.
The Salvation Front said violence contin
ued Saturday at Oran, the country'
s secondlargest city; at Constantine, the third-large
st city; and at Laghouat in the south.
The reports could not be independently veri
fied, but they bolstered official
accounts of
widespread violence Friday as poli
ce tried to enforce a new law banning
crowds from
gathering outside mosques.

2

WorldDigest

TOKYO(AP) — A strong eart
hquake shook the
Tokyo area early Sunday,jolt
ing buildings and waking
residents before dawn. At least
30 people were injured.
No deaths were immediately
blamed on the quake,
which struck at 4:04 a.m.(2:
04 p.m. EST Saturday).
Japan's Central Meteorologic
al Agency said the quake,
which lasted about one minute
, measured 5.7 on the Richter
scale. An earthquake measur
ing five on the Richter scal
e
can cause considerable damage
.
Japan Railways said all trai
ns were halted in the Tokyo
area to inspect for damage.
The country's famous "bul
let
trains" mostly resumed service
within two hours.
NHK, the country's semi-pub
lic TV station, broadcast
scenes ofcrowded rail platform
s and long lines at taxi stands.
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•Believe it or not

Wallet stops bullet
TOKYO(AP)— A dentist'
s fat wallet saved his
life when it stopped a bull
et in a murder attempt,
police said Friday.
Hiroshi Oyama, 62-year-ol
d dentist in Osaka, western
Japan, was confronted by a gun
man late Thursday outside his
house just after returning from
dinner, said a police official
.
"Are you Mr. Oyama?" a midd
le-aged man with a mustache asked, according to the
dentist's account. The moment
Oyama replied "Yes," the man
fired once into his chest.
The bullet was found lodged
halfway through the bundle
of42 bills in Oyama's fold-ove
r wallet,he said.The gunman
jumped into a car and drove
off.
"Mr.Oyama wasn't injured
at all," the official said."He
was very lucky."

4

•Suffrage suffering

35 die in voting dispute
YAOUNDE,Cameroon(AP
)— Fighting broke
out between members of two
northern Cameroon
clans during voter registration
, resulting in at least
35 deaths, medical sources
said Friday.
The violence occurred Wednes
day and Thursday in the
town of Kousseri, across the
Chari River from the Chadia
n
capital of N'djamena, the med
ical sources said.
They said the fighting erupted
during a meeting of the
Choa and Kotoko clans, alth
ough the nature of the dispute
wasn't clear. The combatant
s initially used machetes and
lances, then some pulled out
guns, said the sources, who
spoke on condition of anonymity
.

5

•Avalanche

•Terrorism

At least 105 reported Pa
lestinian guerrilla
killed in series of
lead
avalanches in Turkey cu er placed in
stody at hospital

SIIRT,Turkey(AP)— A
series of avalanchPARIS(AP)— French auth
es killed at least 105 peo
ple Saturday in southorities have placed
Palestinian guerrilla lead
eastern Turkey,the semi-off
er George Habash in cusicial Anatolia News
Agency said.
tody at a Paris hospital
and will interrogate him
about terrorism cases
The highest death toll occ
if his health permits, a Cab
urred in Gormec village
inet
minister said Saturday.
in Sirnak province border
ing Iraq where the bodies
of
73 soldiers were recove
The
65-year-old Habash,lead
red from under tons of
er ofthe radical Popular Front
snow, for the Liberati
the agency said.
on of Palestine, was hosp
italized in Paris on
Wednesday after suffering
The town, which is home
a stroke in Tunis two days earlier.
to 258 people and a military
police outpost, was totally
Habash.could be interrog
buried, Sirnak governor Nur
ated as early as Saturday
et- only if two doctor
tin Guven said.
s appointed by the jud det
ge
ermined he
was well enough, said
At a military station in
Social Affairs Minister Jean-Lou
Tunekpinar, 22 soldiers wer
is
e Bianco. Habash
killed in their sleeping quar
was in good condition Thu
ters. Twelve other soldiers
rsday, said
were WAFA, the Tun
pulled alive from beneath
is-based Palestinian new
tons of snow,local official
s agency.
s said.
Five people also died in
Bianco described Hab
an avalanche in Alkeme
ash as "one of the masters
r,
of
in
Sirnak province. Three
international terrorism,
people were killed in Dol
who must answer before the cour
usalkim for whole
ts
village, when another
series of affairs."
avalanche crushed their
house.
Another avalanche killed two
Habash's entry into France
soldiers on sentry dut
was approved by senior civil
y in servants and
nearby Uludere.
arraigned through contacts
between the Palestinian Red Crescent and
Turkish television reported that
French Red Cross.
premier Suleyman Deir
el had decided to cut short a
Judicial officials said Hab
visit to Dabos, Switzerl
ash was placed under guard at
and to the Red Cro
return to Turkey. He was atte
ss hospital Thursday nigh
nding an economic for
t at the initiative of
um.
France's domestic intellig
ence agency.
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•Lecture series

•Investigation

Healthspeak dealing with South Berwick police alleg
ed,
.
health issues ofthe'90s misconduct to be investigated
By Kristy Marriner

SOUTH BERWICK,Maine(AP)—The
balance between work and other parts of
state
will investigate more than two dozen
their lives."
The second lecture will focus on parental allegations of police misconduct that led to
Contemporary health issues will be the leave, and whether it will be a priority in the a call for town police Chief Dana Lajoie's
resignation, a spokeswoman for Maine's
topics of discussion in Healthspeak, a new '90's. Jane Well, Coordinator of
the Infant
attorney
general said.
lecture series.
and Childhood Family Support Program,
Rita Furlough, special assistant to AtThe series, co-sponsored by Student will discuss how parental leave impacts
torney General Michael E. Carpenter, said
Health Services and the Memorial Union. children in the earliest stages of their
lives.
will deal with health issues such as polluIt will be held in the Bangor Lounge on she doesn't know how long the state probe
will take.
tion, parental leave and women's health.
Feb. 18.
It will be part of an investigation begun
"The purpose of the series is to get peoOther lectures will focus on air pollution
ple talking about health related issues that in the home and the possibility of universal six months ago after allegations that an onduty police dispatcher from the southern
have public policy implications," said Mar- health care in Maine.
tha Eastman,coordinator of nursing at CutOn World Health Day,April 7,there will Maine town made harassing phone calls to a
ler Health Center.
be a lecture called "Global Perspectives on New Hampshire resident.
South Berwick police have been accused
Healthspeak has been funded by the Women's Health" with speaker Ruth LockUniversity Newscounter,located on the sec- hart,director ofthe Mabel Wadsworth Wom- of abusing their power, harassing residents
who complained about them, ahd getting
ond floor of the Union. Profits from the en's Health Center.
drunk
and fighting at parties, according to a
Newscounter go to fund other Union pro"She'll be examining health issues for
private investigator.
Last week,a five-member citizens panel
investigating alleged police misconduct issued a report recommending the resignation
of the chief. Town Manager Jim Kotredes is
giving Lajoie until Wednesday to respond
before deciding whether to accept the committee's recommendation.
Staff Writer

"A lot of us get into careers with high expectations
and long hours. The health connection is that
people need a balance between work and
other parts of their lives."
—Martha Eastman,coordinating of nursing at
Cutler Health Center

Members of the citizens' panel said the
private investigator's report was "thorough,
accurate,well-documented and professional."
The investigator's name was not released.
Among other things, the report said residents have complained about drunken police officers fighting with residents at parties, including at least two that Lajoie attended. The fights had to be broken up by
police from other departments.
It said officers harassed and threatened
to sue residents who lodged misconduct
complaints against them, and that police
refused to log some complaints.
Lajoie, who's been with the department for 12 years and has been chief for
seven, said he will hire an attorney in an
effort to keep his job. He said he will not
leave voluntarily and will prove the allegations are misconceptions by a small
number of people.
He said he believes the comments about
police parties stem from a private Christmas
party and surprise birthday party for one of
his officers. He said he was not drunk at the
parties,and was not present when any fights
broke out.

/S
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grams,accorcktg to David Rand,director of women worldwide. There are some probthe Memorial Union.
lems that women have in common all over
"We've taken that money primarily the world," Eastman said.
into our noontime programs such as MonRand is enthusiastic about the series and
day Jazz and the Controversy Series," he the Memorial Union's role in it.
said.
"The college Union idea is that it is a
The first lecture of the series, "Dealing place for the community to come together
with Work Addiction," featuring Psycho- in," Rand said."We were glad to provide a
therapist Valerie Hart-Sqth, will be held space to contribute to education and to comTuesday,Feb.4,in the Bangor Lounge. All of plement what goes on in the classroom."
the lectures will be from 12:20 to 1:30 p.m.
Eastman said the issues will appeal to a
Eastman said work addiction is defi- large number of people.
nitely a health problem, especially with
"Students in different disciplines are instudents.
terested in different lectures," Eastman said.
"Many students are overstressed, and 'The issues we've chosen are very timely
that can lead to high intakes of caffeine, and need attention and political action.
smoking or substance abuse.
"It is important to become knowledgeable
"A lot of us get into careers with high on these issues and to contribute," she said.
expectations and long hours," Eastman said.
"My hope is that it will spark many new
"The health connection is that people need a interests and ideas," Rand said.
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WEDNESDAY 7 P.M.
110 LITTLE HALL
The tickets for the president and vice !president of
student government will be available for questions
from the audience and will debate
the issues facing the university community.
Questions may be submitted to The Maine Campus in
writing prior to the debate if desired.

Can't be with the one you love
on Valentine's Day?
Why not have Teddy Bear Express
send "Hugs 'n' Kisses" for you?
We'll ship "huggable, lovable" bears with Hershey's Kisses to
your honey across the country or across town. Don't worry about
breaking your piggy bank since prices start at $14.95 including
shipping and handling.
Bears are a great way to let someone know you're thinking of
them and to keep them thinking of you. So,call or stop by Teddy
Bear Expres..; today and mention this ad to receive 10% off your
purchase. Crder early for prompt delivery.

46 Main Street • Orono
866-0414 • Visa/MC
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• Stampede at CUNY gymnasium still being looked

into

• Supreme Court rules Alabama must end all seg

regation

• Fourteen universities under investigation for ove
rbilli

ng

•Concert tragedy

Investigation continuing
By Amy Reynolds

•Racial segregation

ofCUNY stampede Alabama must
end segregation
in universities

outside security guards to
handle crowd plating filing reck
CPS
less manslaughter or reckcontrol at university events is
common.
less assault charges against people who
"They act as supplements on
After two weeks,the fingerpo
crowd con- staged the event.
inting con- trol," he said.
"They're ticket takers; they
tinues as investigators try to
Evening Student Government president
find out what make sure
people don't come onto the fiel
caused a crowd stampede
d; Cassandra Kimon was unavaila
that killed nine they for
ble for com(CPS)— In what might be a
m a sort of line of defense."
people at a City College gym
preview of
ment.
nasium Dec.28.
•
Prio
outcome of a desegregation
r
the
to
the
sta
mpe
de, half of the estiThe City University of New
case now
As more information continued to surYork, of mated 5,000-perso
before the U.S. Supreme Court, a
n crowd was inside the face
which City College is a part
federal
,some students at City College said the
, the New York building
, but not inside the gym, whe
judge has ruled that Alabama mus
mayor's office and the Man
n the cause of the tragedy was not clea
t erase
hattan District game star
rly the fault all traces of segregat
ted about an hour late. Peop
Attorney's Office are investig
ion in its university
le ofanyone.One student said the even
ating the stu- reported seve
ts spon- system.
ral
fights and some attempts to
dent government-sponsore
sored by the ESG usually don't remlye
d celebrity bas- jump the
high
line by non-ticket holders. Som
"This court is obligated to see
ketball game in Harleril,,
e security and that the college alwayi
that ves"passes tiges of discriminati
beli
eve this sparked the crowd to
However,no one has drawn
on
are
rush
elim
inat
the
ed root
the
buc
k"
whe
a conclusion entrance.
n something goes wrong.
The New York Times reported that
and branch and it will brook noth
about why the crowd turned
ing less,"
Others said the behavior of the people
into an uncon- the game was
in U.S. District Judge Harold
interrupted and canceled when
trolled human wave that crus
Murphy wrote in
the crowd was mostly to blame.
hed nine peo- a loudspea
ker
his Dec. 30 order.
ann
oun
ced that three people
ple against closed doors in a stai
Still
others tried to learn from the tragedy.
rwell in the had died. Tha
t added to the confusion and
The judge ordered Alabama to.
below-ground gym.
One area of discussion was the relation
crus
hing
ship
masses. The Times also repo
Change the state's funding
•
The investigations have turn
rted between schools and student
formula to
ed up the that some peop
governments.
le still attempted to get som
prov
ide
better support for Alabama
following:
e
Acc
ord
A&M
ing
to
Mich
ael
J. Cuyjet,director and Alabam
celebrity autographs during the
a State for building improve• The event was oversold.
exodus, de- of campus activiti
Although the spite the deat
es
at
the
University of ments over
hs.
gym's legal capacity is slig
the next three years;
Maryland and the author of a 1984
htly more than
study on
• Days after the incident, conf
• Stop program duplication at
2,700, police estimate the cro
usio
n
over
how
stud
the two
ent
wd that night the whereabo
government associations genuts of the ticket money surschools and their predominantly
numbered nearly 5,000.
eral
whit
ly
e counwor
k,
"at
state-supported schools,it is
faced. The Daily News repo
terparts;
•Security was insufficient
rted that one of not atypical
for the large the event's
(for
stud
ent
governments) to
promoters, rapper Puff Daddy,
• Seek more white students
crowd. The Evening Student
have a lot of autonomy."
to attend
Government, gave city offi
cials $25,000 in proceeds, but
Alabama State;
which sponsored the celebrit
Bec
ause student governments vary fro
y basketball officials had
m
estimated that the 5,000 tickets
• Seek more black faculty
game featuring several popu
school to school, it is impossib
members at
lar rap stars, sold for $12
le to make a Auburn
to $20 each could have brought
contracted-outside security, whi
University, the University
general statement about how they
ch provided in as much
of
work. But Montevallo
as $80,000. Subsequently, the
about60 guards for the event.
and Livingston- University;
most tend to be fairly independ
The New York AIDS educ
ent of their
ation charity for which the gam
DaiN News reported that
• Add more black administrato
e schools while remaining part
City University was rais
rs at Auof the univer- burn,the
ing money turned out to be an
recently adopted a regulation
University of North Alabama,
arm of sity system.
that states all the New Yor
Troy
k City Health Department and
State University, Calhoun Stat
security for campus events "sha
Cuyjet said it is not unusual for
e Communill be under could not hav
stud
ent
e
acce
pted the proceeds.
the control and supervision of
ty College,the University of Ala
governments to handle fund-rai
the college."
bama cam
The staging of the event has
sers or en- puses in
College officials said they didn
led
Tuscaloosa and Huntsville and
man
y
to
tertainment, but those events are
't know about blame the
Jackusually run son State
student government sponsors
the event until just days befo
University.
for by a concert committee
re.
.
the tragedy,but investigator
s remained tightAccording to Roger Serra, poli
All of the parties involved
As a result of the stampede, Cuyj
in the 1981
ce chief at lipped about thei
et said desegregatio
r findings of responsibility.
the University of Washingto
n suit, including the scho
the City University system may
n and president
ols
A
repo
find
rt
in
itse
The
lf named in the order,
Daily News quoted sourcof the International Associat
Gov. Guy Hunt and the
re-evaluating its process.
ion of Campus es within
the
Man
hat
tan
Law Enforcement Administ
District Attorney's
state university system, hav
"Any time you have any kind
rators, hiring Office as
e 90 days to
ofincident, report
saying that the office was con
on their plans to comply
tem- self-examination is
with the
healthy," Cuyjet said.
judge's order.
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•Non-traditional students

Older students going to
college in record numbers
By Amy Reynolds
CPS
Caryl Ann Minor's amusement is obvious as she recalls a run-in she had years
earlier, at the age of 50,in freshman English
with a "cute young man"about 1.9 years old.
"He was the nicest, most sincere young
man,"the 55-year-old graduate student says,
"and he came up to me after class and said,
'Would you mind me asking what you are
doing here?'"
"I said that this is something I always
wanted to do. You think you kids are the
only ones who can do what you want to do?"
With millions of people like Caryl Ann
Minor going back to school,that question is
slowly fading from higher education. Older
students are returning to the classroom in
unprecedented numbers.
According to 1989 Census Bureau information, 3.3 million college students were
age 30 or older — double the number 15
years ago. In 1989,one of every five women
in college was 35 or older.
Now,the National Center for Education
Statistics reports that 43 percent of all college students are 25 or older, up from 39
percent in 1981. Estimates for 1992 expect
the enrollment of students 25 or older to
bypass the 7 million mark.
One researcher at the NCES offered an
interpretation ofthe flood."One ofthe things
that happens,the economy slows and people
will return to school."

Others agree.
"We have seen for a long time that when
the economy goes down...a lot of people
cycle back into the university," says Day
Holmberg,adult student program coordinator at Iowa State University.
Not only does it buy time while the
economy recovers, but Holmberg says returning to school "increases their chances in
the job market," which is becoming more
competitive.
Although economic hardship is one cornmon explanation for the phenomenon, it is
certainly not the only one, nor is it the most
popular. Many of the students themselves
say self-improvement and missed opportunities in their youth are perhaps the biggest
motivating factors.
Minor worked with her husband to build
a family fishing business off Lake Erie after
the two married, she at the age of 17. Two
children and more than three decades later,
Minor longed to return to school.
"One fall I looked out at the leaves falling and saw myself," she says "I love my
family.. but I let my real self get lost in the
process on being a wife and a mom."
So Minor, who hadn't graduated from
high school, enrolled in classes to earn her
GED.Enrollment at Edinboro University of
Pensylvania soon followed.
"During the five years l've been in school,
I was the exception when I started. But
there's been a tremendous jump," she says
of older students.
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Female reporter banned
from Indiana locker room
BLOOMINGTON,Ind.(CPS)— Hottempered Coach Bobby Knight made news
again in December when he barred a female reporter from the men's basketball
locker room. Indiana University officials
said he was following school policy.
The incident occurred after Indiana
played Nome Dame and Associated Press
reporter Beth Harris tried to go into the
dressing room for an interview. Harris said
she's interviewed players there before.
But, according to the sports information office, the school policy does not permit reporters of the opposite sex in football
and men's and women's basketball locker
rooms. The policy stipulates that players
will be made available for interviews outside the locker room when requested.
The NCAA encourages equal access to
university locker rooms, but it leaves the
final decision up to individual schools.

was intellectual and academic.They realize
there have been courses in religion at Cornell, but as an academic discipline, it is
firmly established at our peer universities
arourrithe world. We realized that we were
not'covering the waterfront," Adams said.
School officials say Comell's founders
didn't want to create a "godless" institution,butinsisted on anon-sectarian school.

Government widening
research overbilling probe
to 14 colleges

(CPS) — The federal government has
announced that it has officially widened its
research overbilling investigation to include Massachusetts Institute of Technology in addition to Stanford University.
Now, three federal agencies say they
also are working together in investigations
of 14otherschools that they claim improperly billed the government for indirect
costs associated with research.
g to the Department of Health
Cornell has religion degree andAccordin
Human Services,an auditor haschecked
ITHACA,N.Y.(CPS)— Cornell Uni- research-related expenses
at the following
versity, once called "godless" because it schools: Yale Universit
y, Dartmouth Colwas the only Ivy League university in the lege, the Universit
y of Michigan, the Unicountry without church origins, is finally versity of Pennsylv
ania,Emory University,
giving religion full academic status.
John Hopkins University,the University of
The establishment of a major in reli- Pittsburgh,the Universit
y of Southern Calgion means that students can now graduate ifornia, the Universit
y of Texas, Washingwith a degree in that field. Barry Adams, ton University, Duke
University, Rutgers
director of the new program, says he has University, the Universit
y of Chicago and
been approached by a number of students the University of
Miami.
interested in the degree.
Several other institutions are reported—The most important motivation here ly under investigation
as well.
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NalionalNews

• Dahmer's confession of mutilating 17 males told
• Woman who alleges Mike Tyson raped her testifies
• Clinton's presidential campaign still going strong

•Slayings

Dahmer's gory confession to police told in trial
By Robert Imrie

Associated Press Writer
MILWAUKEE(AP)—Jeffrey L. Dahmer
talked to policefor hoursabout how he mutila
ted
17 men and boys, flushed their acid
-soaked
bones down a toilet and ate one man's
biceps,
said detectives who took his confession.
The 31-year-old former chocolate factory
worker smoked cigarettes and sipped coffe
e
and soda as he confessed last July to "fille
ting"
the flesh and boiling the skulls of his victi
ms,
said police Detective Dennis Murphy.
Detectives who took Dahmer's 160-page
confession during 60 hours of interviews
began reading the document Thursday to juror
s

at Dahmer's sanity trial. Testimony was
to
continue Saturday.
According to the confession, Dahmer destroyed the bones of some victims, but saved
the skulls "of the good-looking ones."
He also masturbated in front of preserved
body parts and skulls, Murphy said,"because
it brought back memories of the victims."
Dahmer told police he once fried a man's
biceps in Crisco, sprinkled it with meat tenderizer and ate the muscle because "it was big
and he wanted to try it," Murphy said. "He
stated it tasted like beef."
Dahmer told police he strangled victims
with his hands or a black, leather strap, but
stabbed one in the neck with a knife,Detective

Patrick Kennedy testified. Dahmer weakened
his victims by slipping sleeping pills into a
coffee-rum drink.
During the confession,Dahmer reminded
him of a guy who got caught doing "something wrong .and was a little embarrassed
about it," Murphy said.
"He became more relaxed as conversations went on," he said. "At the beginning
there was no eye contact. Toward the end he
would look at us and occasionally smile."
Dahmer was arrested July 22. He pleaded
guilty but insane to killing and mutilating 15
boys and young men and has confessed to a total
of 17 slayings in Wisconsin and Ohio. Police
lack evidence to charge him in one death; he is

to be tried in the Ohio case after this•trial.
If found insane, Dahmer would be sent to
a mental hospital and could petition for release every six months after staying one year.
Ifjudged sane, he would spend the ret of his
life in prison.
Prosecutors say Dahmer was a methodical
and sane killer. His lawyers say he is sick, not
evil, and could not control his actions.
Dahmer said he killed at his home in Ohio,
his grandmother's home in suburban Milwaukee, at a Milwaukee hotel and at
his
apartment on Milwaukee's west side.
lie dismembered victims near a floor drain
in his grandmother's home and in the bathtub
at his apartment.

•Tyson trial

,
Alleged victim testifies against M
mi
ik
Ke
e Ty
iyson Frid
ay
By Lisa Levitt Ryckman

AP National Writer
INDIANAPOLIS(AP)— The teen-age
beauty contestant who accused Mike Tyso
n
ofrape said Friday she willingly walked into
the boxer's hotel bedroom because she was
misled by his pleasant manner and had
no
idea he wanted sex.
"When a man asks you to accompany
him into his bedroom, wouldn't you take
that as an invitation to engage in sexua
l
activity?" Tyson attorney Vincent Fulle
r
asked.
"No. He was being nice. I was fooled,"
the 18-year-old said. "Anybody can
be
fooled. I look back on it now and say,'Yea
h,
it was stupid.' But that didn't leave
any
reason for him to do what he did."
Tyson,25,is charged with rape,confinement and criminal deviate conduct. If
convicted,the former world heavyweight cham
pion faces up to 63 years in prison.
During three hours ofcross-examination

Friday, Fuller did not ask the woman about
sex with Tyson, which the boxer maintains
was consensual.
"You never met Mr. Tyson before July
18,but witl?in minutes he's hugging you and
asking you out?" Fuller asked. "You willingly drove to his hotel? You willingly went
to his suite? You willingly sat on the bed?
"
"Yes," the woman replied.
"Why didn't you sit on the couch?" the
attorney asked.
"You couldn't see the TV from the
couch," she said.
Both Tyson and his accuser yiivned repeatedly during the three-hour cross-examination. She never looked at him; he glanc
ed
at her occasionally but mostly stared ahead
impassively.
The two met during a rehearsal for the
Miss Black America pageant on July
18.
The woman has testified that she was in bed
about 1:30 a.m. on July 19 when Tyso
n
called her from his limousine and insist
ed
she come out and talk with him while they

drove around Indianapolis.
She denied hearing Tyson make sexual
comments and lewd suggestions to other
pageant contestants and said she believed he
was a "nice person, a respectable person"
because she saw him praying with the Rev.
Jesse Jackson.
During questioning Thursday by prosecutor Greg Garrison,the woman said Tyson
took her to his hotel room, pinned her on a
bed with his forearm,stripped her, raped her
and laughed while she cried in pain and
begged him to stop.
"I said, 'Please, you're hurting me!
Please, stop!' And he started laughing, like
it was a game," she told the jury.
She said Friday that she decided to press
charges against Tyson only after her paren
ts
asked her: "If this happened to someone
else, would you be able to live with
yourself?' And I thought about what kind
of
person I am,iia,0 I knew I wouldn't be
able
to live with myself."
During cross-examination Friday, Full-
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er picked at inconsistencies in the woman's
statements and tried to shore up the defen
se
contention that she lied about being raped
out of anger for being used as a one-night
stand.
"Did you have some hopes of establishing a relationship with Mr. Tyson"
Fuller asked.
"I would never see him again," she replied."How could I hope to have any relationship with him?"
"After the encounter, didn't you say,
'Aren't you even going to walk me down
stairs?'"
"No.I didn't want him to,"she replied."I
didn't want him near me."
Tyson, who is expected to testify later,
signed autographs for spectators
during a
court break.
Tyson's fans have gathered at the court
house each day to show their support for
the
man who in 1986 — at age 20 — beca
me
boxing's youngest heavyweight cham
p. He
lost the title in 1990.
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•Presidential campaign

•United Nations

Clinton still leading in polls Bush pushing for a big
ger
with few gains for others
UN role in peacemaking
By John King
AP Political Writer
MANCHESTER, N.H.(AP) — Democratic presidential candidates gained little
momentum as a result of rival Bill Clinton's
troubled two weeks. In fact, some say all
five races were frozen and polls show the
Arkansas governor still leading.
For two weeks, Clinton's campaign has
been distracted by an Arkansas woman's
unsubstantiated claims — which Clinton
flatly denies — in a paid tabloid interview
that they had a 12-year affair.
Iowa Sen.Tom Harkin and Clinton managed to talk on television Wednesday without any uncomfortable questions.
It would have appeared a prime opportunity for rivals like Harkin and Nebraska Sen.
Bob Kerrey to make points at Clinton's
expense. But there is little evidence they've
found an opening.
Ironically, aides to Harkin and Kerrey
concede privately that they might even have
suffered because of the focus on Clinton, an
opinion former Massachusetts Sen. Paul
Tsongas voices publicly.
"This reminds me of the Cuomo watch,"
Tsongas said this week,"wherein the campaignjust gotfrozen for a month while people
waited for Governor (Mario) Cuomo to decide" whether to enter the presidential race.
Harkin,hoping to boost his standing, has
been campaigning frenetically in recent days.
And Kerrey appears to have bought more

air time in New Hampshire this week, with
his ads appearing frequently.
Still, the controversy came at a time
Clinton was leading in New Hampshire polls.
Public and private polls show Clinton
holding his New Hampshire lead for now.
Clinton had three events in New Hampshire on Wednesday — keeping his focus on
Bush and his own proposals to help the
ailing state and national economies, and
impressing his audiences along the way.
"I think he's more impressive in person
than he is on TV," Christine Bushman of
North Hampton said after meeting Clinton.
"He's presidential, and he has the answers.
I'm undecided, but I just may vote for him."
While that was a welcome reception for
Clinton, the polls show a volatile electorate
and, with 20 days left before New Hampshire's crucial leadoff primary Feb. 18,
Clinton's rivals are trying to position themselves in case he falters.
Harkin was introduced at a Wednesday
night rally by former Sen. John Durkin, a
campaign co-chairman in New Hampshire.
"I don't care much about Bill Clinton's
infidelity in his domestic life," Durkin said,
even though Clinton denies Gennifer Flowers' story."But I do care about his infidelity
to the environment in Arkansas, his infidelity to working people, his infidelity to the
middle class."
"It'stoo low to dignify a response,"Clinton
deputy campaign manager George Stephanopoulos said when informed of the remarks.

By Barry Schweid
AP Diplomatic Writer
UNITED NATIONS(AP)— President
Bush is lending his support to a more vigorous peacemaking role for the United Nations while trying to nudge-Chinese Premier
Li Peg to adopt a modern human rights
policy.
Bush's speech at a summit meeting of
the U.N. Security Council Saturday is part
of a campaign to boost British Prime Minster John Major, the council president who
faces re-election in the spring.
But Bush, himself looking for statesmanlike stances in an election year,is due to
take on the serious task of boosting the entry
of the Security Council into what is being
called "preventive diplomacy" — stopping
crises from turning into war.
This could mean invoking Article 43,
which provides for the 15 members of the
council, including the United States and its
newfound friend, Russia,to supply troops for
a military force "for the purpose of maintaining international peace and security."
Russia is succeeding as a council member the Soviet Union, which never could
come to terms with the United States on a
more active peace-keeping role. Working
together,the United States and Russia could
be instrumental in recasting the council in
bold terms.
The council is expected to conclude its
sununit with a declaration calling on U.N.

Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali to
make recommendations on strengthening the
U.N. capacity for "preventive diplomacy."
Bush's long string of meetings with world
leaders over two days is dominated by a
session with Li, his first since the premier
oversaw the June 1989 crackdown on prodemocracy demonstrators in Beijing.
A senior U.S. official said Thursday the
late-afternoon meeting would focus on human rights, trade and non-proliferation of
nuclear weapons.
Sources in Washington said Li was expected to formalize a pledge to abide by an
international agreement to curb the spread
of ballistic missiles.
This could be a vital contribution to U.S.
peacemaking efforts in the Middle East since
Syria is hoping to acquire modern missiles
from China.
If Li makes such a commitment, the
Bush administration could lift a ban on the
export of high technology to China even
though its human rights record is questionable.
U.S. officials say China appears to be
continuing to sell missile components to
Syria and Iran despite promises to refrain
from doing so.
The New York Times reported in Saturday's editions that the Beijing government
recently delivered to Syria about 30 tons of
chemicals needed to make a solid-fuel missile and plans to ship an additional 60 tons in
March or April.
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On campus living is filled with lots of opportunities,
frustrations and challenges. The Residential Life staff
wishes to hear your perspective and suggestions on what
needs to be improved and what is going well.

All invited. Bring a friend.
February 4th, 6:00pm- Penobscot Lounge
February 12th, 6:30pm- North Bangor Lounge
February 13th, 6:30pm- Stewart Commons
Private Dining Room

Unable to attend?
Please feel free to forward any comments
or suggestions you have to:
East/West Campus contact:
Barbara Smith
Hilltop Commons
Residential Life

South Campus contact:
Andy Matthews
Estabrooke Hall
Residential Life

These forums are sponsored by ROC,
Area Boards and Residential Life.
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•Fast food

Moscow McDonald's accu

By Wendy Sloane

Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW(AP)— As McD
onald's celebrated its second anni
versary in Moscow
Friday, a leading news
paper accused the
country's first western
fast food establishment of catering to only a
tiny elite that has
money to burn.
Prices have jumped more
than 300 percent since Moscow-Mc
Donald's opened
its doors, primarily due
to rising costs of
local food products, acco
rding to the management of the Canadian
-Soviet owned
restaurant.
As many as 60,000 customer
s a day were

sed ofserving only the elite

served in the gleaming chr
ome-and-steel restaurant's heyday, making it fam
ous for lines
so long that not rails were
installed. Now,the
number now has dropped
to about 30,000,
said operations manager Glen
Steeves.
"McDonald's has its two-year
birthday
today. Great! It has the sam
e interior, the
same service, the same happ
y smiles. And
the prices are such that lunc
h is equii;alent to
a minimum (monthly) sala
ry," the Moskovsky Komsomolets newspape
r reported.
"They promised to create their
own restaurants in Moscow to feed a
lot of people
cheaply,but McDonald's has
quickly fallen
into our own market pattern:
taking care of
only a few expensively," it
said.

"We want McDonald's to be affordab
le
to the man or woman on the street, not
to the
new breed of Russian milliona
ire," said
George A. Cohon, CEO of McDo
nald's
Restaurants of Canada,Ltd.,and vice
chairman of Moscow-McDonald's.
But he told The Associated Pres
s McDonald's has had to contend with
soaring
prices for everything from flour
to meat,
which he said have shot up 50 time
s in the
past two years.
Moscow-McDonald's announced at
Friday's anniversary celebration—wher
e 500
orphans were treated to hamburge
rs, fries
and free entertainment — that it woul
d help
Russians get through the difficult
winter by

temporarily not charging the gove
rnmentimposed 28 percent value-added
tax. The
price drop begins Saturday.
But that will hardly pacify hungry Mus
covites, who have seen the pric
e of a Big
Mac go from 16 rubles two years ago
to 59
rubles. Prices are so expensive that
some
Russians eager to experience a "tas
te of the
West" resort to bringing their own
sandwiches to eat along with McDonald'
s soft
drinks.
The ruble is worth one cent at the tour
ist
exchange rate. The average Russian
salary
is only about 960 rubles monthly, acco
rding to statistics provided by the Russ
ian
Labor Ministry.

TAylon's
Child CARE
Laurie Taylor, prov. Openings
Available
*6 weeks and up
*Warm home environment
*5+ years experience
*Meals & snacks
*Large,fenced yard
*2 miles from campus
538 South Main St.
Old Town
827-6747

INTERCOLLEGIATE
SKI WEEKS
MT. SUTTON, CANADA
5 Days Intercollegiate Activities
5 Nights Lodging in
Mountainside Condo
5 Day Lift Tick

189
Call Ski Travel Unlimited.

1-800-999-SKI-9
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•Politics as usual

Neitherside wins

A memorandum issu
ed by Interim Presid
ent John Hitt on
Dec. 17, 1991 notifi
ed several of the Univ
er
si
ty of Maine's
upper administrato
rs of an impendin
g
su
sp
ension of the
distribution of prin
ted materials to le
gi
sl
at
or
s.
While Hitt and Chan
cellor Robert Woodbu
ry,who made
the initial request,
like to think of th
is
as a cost saving
measure in these di
fficult times, some pe
ople think of it as
censorship.
Sent to the vice pres
idegts, Director of Fi
nancial Management Chick Rauc
h, Assistant Vice Pr
esident for Public
Affairs Adrie Nab an
d Athletic Director
Michael Ploszek,
the memo wryly ou
tlines Woodbury's
re
quests.
"Apparently,the arri
val ofthe best, most
well-conceived
and informative broc
hure or newsletter oc
ca
si
ons wrath and
indignation at our pr
ofligate waste of reso
urces during this
budget crisis," the me
mo states.
We find this attempt
immature and petty
at best.
Isn't this supposed to
be an environment th
at encourages
the open, free exchan
ge of ideas?
What is it that the legi
slators receive that
is so bad? After
all, everything mail
ed out goes through
the UMaine happy
factory. What is the
Chancellor afraid of
?
The memo boils down
Evidently, Bill Cl
to the university sayi
inton has
ng play nice stamina.
or we will take our
toys and go home.
Supposedly, he can jum
Sure, the administra
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tion has just had to
spu
Jody
tte
ring economy,give fli
en
dure a 5.5%
pay cut for many of its
ght to
members. And iJ,la
edu
cat
ion
al
pr
og
ra
ms that are backwmakers haven't
Myers
had the nicest things
ward at best, and STIL
to say about the univ
L
ha
ve
er
ti
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me
ty
la
tely.
However, the univer
to run a marathon, sw
sity is not aIrize
ing from the vertis
to be won or lampshades, an
e condoms on TV?
controlled by either
Absod bed his mistress
side. In the long an
lutely not. Here's a wa
d short run the only in a single bound.
people getting hurt ar
ke-up call:
e the students.
AIDS is claiming mo
The American peop
re and more
Both groups need to
le are not victim
s each day,dragging lis
work together to brin
impressed by this.
tless
g the state's
educational system
skeletons ofloved on
through the recessio
And it's not as if Cli
es
aw
ay
fr
om
nton is a us fast,
n. Neither side is
going to win if the cu
but not before they'v
lone sex -ranger drag
rrent hostile attitude
e
ex
gi
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down his perienced
s persist.
a pain so deep and
political party with ea
The administration
so
ch illicit es- da
should try to take
rk no one ever comes
the first step capade. This bible-belt ki
toward a sort of reco
back. Sexng in ivy ual eth
ncilliation. This me
ics? I digress.
le
ague clothing joins
mo is nothing but
a childish attempt at
the ranks of
thumbing our noses
What we really need
to be askat the Legislature. many other high powered suits
(MAA)
ing is I) To what
unable

Just say no to sex

And how long do
ethics last?
Historically, most
morals are in a
constant state of tra
nsition. Morality for our parent
s was not having a one night stan
d. Morality in
the 90's is cutting
down on one
night stands.
Our parents didn't
go to the
principle's office
to wait in line
for condoms like so
me at some
New York schools.
Our kids probably will.
Our parents were rai
sed to he
afraid of communists
and to make
black people stand on
a crowded
bus. It was so norm
al
at
the time.
to hold back, men
extent does
Our parents didn't ob
who what we do
se
ss about
squirmed under the
in
wh
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e
bed affect JFK's se
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President Nab, Direct
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spend mailing
or other distribution
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U.S., then by all
we kidding?
of all printed materi
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means judge him.
Apparently, the arriva
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America has this lov
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e/hate,high ou
well-conceived school
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kind of relationship
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.• Japan bashing

Disagreements culturally based
To the editor:

though Japan has a few barriers
to It is not only the case in Japan, but
protect its domestic agricultural
also the case in the U.S., Europe
Since Mr. Bush went to Japan, products.
Japan opens its manu- and every
part of the world. There
I have heard "Japan Bashing" factured
markets enough for for- is no
doubt that the companies
many times, and "America bash- eign
companies. For example,Jap- which
have succeeded in selling
ing" a few times. However, those anese tariffs
for finished manufac- their produc
ts in foreign countries
who bash Japan or the U.S. usual- tures are
6.0% on an average.(the made
great efforts in the first place
ly don't say why Japan is unfair or U.S. 5.7%,
and the E.C. 6.9%.)
to adapt to the customs and reguAmericans are lazy. I'd really like
You may say that Japan has
lations of host countries.
to know why they think so.
informal, invisible or hidden barLast but not least, we should
From my point of view, as a riers. You
may think they are the bear in mind
that it is apparently
Japanese living in the U.S., Amer- ones,
but those so-called barriers better
for
both
not to bash each
icans are by no means lazy, and are usually
based on different cus- other emotio
nally.
Japan trades with other countries toms or
different regulations
fairly, at least as far as manufac- among
nations,and every compaJunji Kageyama
tured products are concerned, ny should
adjust itself into them.
Bangor

•Chess dub

Successful tournament
To the editor:
Over Christmas break the University of Maine Chess Club fielded a team to the Pan American
Intercollegiate Chess Championship in Chicago, Illinois. The
UMaine team, initially ranked
22nd of the 33 teams present, finished with 3.5 match points out of
6,a result which placed UMaine in
a tie for 9-15th places in this National Championship. _The team
tied for first in the B Class, but lost
the trophy narrowly on tiebreaks
to Wright State. Members of the
team were Peter Markiewicz who
finished with a 3-3 score, Allan
Brooks, the high scorer for the
team with a 4-2 result, Trond Hildahl who scored 3.5-2.5,and Cristan Small, who finished with a 24score.The tournament as a whole

was particularly interesting due to
the participation of the current
United States Champion, prodigy
and International Grandmaster
Gata Kamsky,Who participated on
the Brooklyn "A" team. The University ofChicago took overall first.
The team would like to thank
V.P.'s Brown and Halstead and
Interim President Hitt as well as
Quadic Systems and the Alumni
Association. Without their help
UMaine's participation would not
have been possible. The team also
wishes to express their gratitude
towards Dr. Danny Kopec for his
generosity in training the team free
of charge and Dr. George Cunningham for his invaluable administrative work on behalfofthe team.
Pete Markiewicz
UMaine Chess Club

Concentrate on rights
Last Thursday evening I attended the lecture by Faye Wattleton at
the MCA.Since then I have heard
many questions and comments by
people who are pro-choice about
"how to deal with" the anti-choice
people who were there. 11w answer is simply "do not"
It is extremely important that we
, concentrate our energy on protecting our right to choose,not on debating with people whose goal is to
weaken us. It is also important that
we do not believe there is a compro-

International
student news
To the editor:
Why don't you have a space in
the paper about the international
students or more international issues that interest international students?
I think this is not fair, because
Americans and international students are supposed to get the
S'arne rights from the University
of Maine.
The University of Maine has
many studentsfrom different parts
ofthe world and they can provide
some interesting articles from
abroad, making the newspaper
better than now. If you give me
the opportunity to publish this
letter I really will see in fact the
right to speak in America.

Valeria Leite
Orono

•Abortion

To the editor:

•Maine Campus
•Abortion

Pro choice is reality
To the editor:
Many Ainerican women are
acting to prevent their loss of
freedom. When I heard that abortion might be illegal in the United States in the near future, I
couldn't believe it. In my country Japan, it is not illegal and I
have believed it is common sense
that women have choice.
However in some other countries, it is illegal and people in
these countries believe that abortion must be terrible. Those point
of views are based on their religion
or culture difference.
It is true that abortion takes a
baby's life. After a woman aborts
a baby, the injury remains in their
body and mind for a long time.
Nobody wants to hurt by themselves and we never think abortion

is easy.
However, what can women do
if they are raped and get pregnant?
How many women want to bear
the baby? There are so many rape
problems and it is said that onefifth of all women in the United
States have been raped. Nobody
can ignore this reality.
Also women might have economic problems if there is not
choice when they are impregnated without plan, because women
have to have all responsibility for
the baby.
In addition, pro life is perfect in
an ideal world, but it is not for this
real society. Pro choice is necessary for women to live freely in
this time.
Akemi Imafuku
Bangor

mise to be found between us and
them.Pro-choice is thecompromise,
the middle ground. Anti-choice is
the extreme. Mandatory abortion
would be the other extreme.
Although it can be frustrating to
hear their ignorant screams and view
their inaccurate anti-choice materials, please resist the temptation to
debate with these people.
Now more than ever we need
to put our efforts into keeping
this right.
Ann Johnson
York Village

Candidates Debate
Wednesday 7 p.m.
110 Little Hall
Candidates for president and vice-president of student government
will be available to answer your questions and debate the issues facing the University of Maine. Sponsored by The Maine Campus
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul

By Stephen Kurth
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
:A
witty and flirtatious charmer, you
live for
the thrill of the hunt! Once a rel
ationship
settles down, however, the sec
urity and familiarity can cause your attent
ion to drift.
You need dynamic intellectual rap
port to
maintain you interest in a lov rel
e
ationship
over time.
ARIES (March 20 — April
19): An
open-minded approach will bri
ng novel ideas
with intriguing possibilities. Wor
king within a grou[ structure is the vest
way to achieve
your goals.
TAURUS(April 20 — Ma
y 20): Mastering new techniques makes
you indespensable at work as your bos
s redefines your
situation for the better. Jum
p at any opportunity for increased responsib
ility.
GEMINI(May 21 — Jun
e 20): Exciting new worlds are reveal
ed as the astral
perspective whets your app
etite for adventure.Something catches you
r eye and proves
to be more interesting tha
n imagined.
CANCER (June 21 — Jul
y 22): Getting your finances in order
proves to be a
daunting task, particularly
when it involves
jointly held resources.Re
ly on a friend's
experience.
LEO (July 23 — Aug.
22): In order to
improve relations with
friends and colleagues, it is best to put
their needs and
desires above your own.
Allow them to take
the lead for a change.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 — Sep
t. 22): Being
totally immersed in you
r work could prevent you from recognizi
ng a propitious opening. Seize this opportuni
ty to lead to others.

Mother Goose & Gr
imm
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/
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‘
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LIBRA (Sept.23—Oct
.23): A chance
encounter could blosso
m into something
more: don't fear the poss
ibilities! This is a
great time to gamble and
fall in love.
SCORPIO(Oct.23—Nov
.21): Yciu're
unable to get thins acc
omplished until issues
from the past are finall
y dealt with. Forgiveness goes a long way
towards healing a rift
from the past.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.
22 — Dec. 21):
An unusual interst dra
ws your attention; get
involved. By leaving the
beaten path behind
you find the stimulati
on you crave.

,•'73

Shoe
by Jeff MacNelly

CAPRICORN (Dec.22
— Jan. 19): A
more grounded per
spective on important
matters makes this a
good time for comple
x
decisions. Put your affa
irs in order — especially your finances.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20
— Feb. 18): A
renewed,sense of pur
pose charges you up
to
begin that personal
project that has remain
ed
on the back burner
High energy leads to
an
expanded sphere of
influence.
PISCES (Feb. 19
— March 19):
In
order to figure out
where you'd like to
go in
life, first determine
where you are
now.
Once this done, you
develop an approp
riate
course of action.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

EntertainmentPages

By Carl Paul
* * *
*
,For Tuesday February 4
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
workaholic who thrives on nervous energy,
often fueled by caffeine, you are constantly
on the go and often fail to get enough rest or
maintain a proper diet. This makes you
susceptible to a variety of respiratory problems, nervous tension, and insomnia. Learn
to relax and stop trying so hard to prove
yourself.
ARIES (March 20 — April 19): Peak
vitality enables you to make short work of a
challenging assignment. This carries over
into your social life as an innocent flirtation
develops.
TAURUS(April 20 — May 20): Others
may call your good fortune luck rather than
skill, but does that really matter? By making
the most of opportunities, you make luck.
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•
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A9-1449 70SAY

GEMINI(May 21 —June 20): Making
peace with those closest to you greatly improves the environment at home. The situation can be enhanced by making plans together.
CANCER(June 21 —July 22): Trusting a loved one with your innermost thoughts
is rewarded with positive feedback. This
interaction could be a springboard to personal growth.
LEO(July 23— Aug.22):Stay alert for
a window of opportunity that will only remain open for a brief time! The high energy
that creates this chance also allows you to
take advantage of it.

New York Times Daily Crossword
No.-1 223
ACROSS
I Neir with body
S Surgical
transplant
IS In the distance
le Traditional
knowledge
IS Norse gods
16 Malaysian palm
97 With 55 Across.
Yuletide
greetings
20 Bishopric
21 Feeds the kitty
22 Nose
23 Prohibition
2S Spin a baton
27 Ill tempered person 29 Flaherty s'Man

VIRGO(Aug. 23 — Sept. 22): Dazzle
those around you by acting out an outrageous whim!Backing up a wild hunch could
be the start of something truly wonderful.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 — Oct. 23): Through
skillful maneuvering you can free up a logjam that has hindered your progress for far
too long. Use your influence to sway others.
SCORPIO .(Oct. 23 — Nov. 21): An
optimistic attitude and outgoing approach
bring about a chance encounter with positive results. Don't be too hasty to dismiss
something wonderful.

30 Thither
33 Slanted
34 Drudge
35 — - -Magnon
36 Cross country
rig
37 Growing out

,

36 Swipe
30 Scottish
headwear
40"Romancing the
41 A river at Lyon
42"
tu, Verdi
aria
43 Crows calls
44 Squelches
as Lake in SE
Africa
47 Parsonage

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

MOOD DODO OODOO
DEMO OBOD ODOM
DODOOMDDOMMODOD
DOD °MOO 030000
DD00000 BOOB
DODO MOO DOB
MOOG DODD MOO
DO11D00000000000
DOM MOOD MOODO
000 0000 0000
MOD DOODUO0
OD0000 MOO ODD
COODOODOODO0000
MOODO DOM GOOD
ODOM ODOM 0000

SAGITTARIUS(Nir.22— Dec. 21):
Maintaining a high-profile is to your advantage in all areas of your life. Self-promotion
is not arrogance but rather sound business
strategy.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22 —Jan.19): By
setting yourself free from routine, fresh av enues of expression open up to you. Embrace new ideas in order to fulfill your
potential.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20 —Feb.18):What
may seem like just another money-making
scheme may actually turn a profit. A resurgence of passions electrifies your love life.

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m.,or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.

PISCES (Feb. 19 — March 19): A
gregarious mood leads to numerousencounters,'but none of any consequence until a
friend intervenes. Existing ties are strengthened by a common endeavor.
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-Lackaday,"
2 City in Alaska
3 Yule decorating
time
4 Ending for front
S Actress in 10
Down
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page
7 Tennis great
•Top quality
•Prefix with pod
10.. - Is Born."
1937 film
11 Compatibility of
kith and kin
12 Culture medium
13 Optimistic

III
1
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44
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IS Luster
24 King
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Huns
24 Flutter

aa Roscoe el) La
Opera
House

et Tendon
27 Palate
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25
the homage 44 Brutish person
of - ' Byron 47 Kind
of pie
21 King and Bates
46 Risque
31 Me college
town
32 Name Lat
34 Winter fruit
37 Greek letters

49 Freshwater

mussel
Si Affirmative
votes
53 Alleviate
54 Historic periods
56 God term
57 Kern s
Are
Love"

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656(75c each minute).

* Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your personal concerns — love and compatiblity,
work, money, career, relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a week, morning
through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed to your telephone. The first
minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call today — 1-900-'726-3036.
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•Homeless

State senator looking

By Deanna L Partri

dge

to give more help to homeless

Hospitals,large corporati
ons and any other force
for Homelessness and Afford
businesses with largefoo
able Hous- tant things to consider.
d leftovers are exactly
"
ing
,
sai
d there is an "obvious interest fro
wh
o
Gil
l
had
Help may be on its way
in mind when she wrote
m
With this in mind, Gill said she
to Maine's home- cos
the bill, shelter operators
has no idea
ponsored by Represent
who are supporting it strongly." ho
less soon if Senator Bar
atives Pendleton of
w her bill will go,but pledges to give
bara Gill of CumberFow
it her best_
ler
Sca
said she is reserving herjudgement
rborough and O'Dea of
land has her way.
Orono.
The bill may be seen as one of
unti
l
hea
tho
rin
se one
g
the
"I
was asked to propose this
pros and cons of the bill.
Gill has proposed a pie
important things in the upc
bill because there
ce of legislation to is
omi
ng
"In
pri
mon
nci
so
ths
ple
muc
,
we would certainly be for becaus
h fear of litigation out the
"broaden the existing
e of drastic budgetary change
re," Gill said. anything
immunity provisions
s the sothat would help the shelters
Her proposal would pro
applying to persons or
serve cial service system will be
tect anyone who the
organizations donating
withstanding come
ir customers better," Fowler
donates food, provid
food to charitable or non
said.
ed it is fit for human
the middle of summer.
profit organizations
Th
e
Gre
consumption,from civ
ater Bangor Area Shelter relies
for free distribution."
il liability if the person
on
Rekas is concerned with what
food donations for its client
the budget
who receives it becomes
According to Joe Rekas,
s, according to proposed for July
sick, suffers an inju1 will do to the services
director of the ry or
Da
n
Phi
lbr
ick
,
she
the
die
lte
Maine Coalition for
s because of the donati
r staff. There are no homeless cur
the Homeless, Maine
on.
rently depend on. Major
means ofcooking in the mak
cha
"Say someone donate
ngcurrently operates under
eshift kitchen in es in the Gen
d hamburgs and a the
a"Good Samaritan"
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House of Pizza
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Greeks get tips

By Justin LaBarge
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"Quite franldy, th
e administrators
were
beat up here[UM
aine].I mean,ju
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read the papers,lo
ok around here."
—Interim Presiden
t John Hitt
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RUSH

Afar

Tuesday, Februa
ry 4th- College H
oops 7:00pm
Thursday, Febru
ary 6th- Steak Di
nner 4:30
Friday, February 7
th- Bonfire w/So
rority 7:00pm
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Reed, Tracey

from page 1 •Environment
is pushing for improvement
of student ser- UMaine's
budget to make recommendavices. From the Bear's Den to
resident halls tions for eith
er restructuring or changes to
to the Financial Aid office,
they say they place emph
asis more on faculty and teac
want to see changes.
hing. We could then go with
this review and
Reed suggests such changes as seme
ster present to the admi
nistration," Reed said.
boarding contracts (in place of
LIMESTONE, Maine (AP) — Unless
the present
Tighter unification among Stud
Allan K.Bean,the northern Maine
year-long contracts), temporary
ent
base's
Gov
mor
e federal money is forthcoming soon, civil engineer
help in the ernment is anot
, said a lack of funding coul
her one of their goals. Reed
Business Office and the Financia
d
preliminary stages of a hazardous waste push
l Aid Of- and Tracey want
the program back a year. Bean said
to see a stronger commufice during their busiest periods
the
cleanup project at Loring Air Force Base sum
and sched- nication netw
mer field work involves well
ork between Student Govuled appointments instead of
drilling,
may be delayed for a year, officials said.
walk-in ser- ernment and
lab
anal
ysis and data collection to iden
its
repr
esen
vice at the Financial Aid Offi
tative boards,
tify
"We are just about out of money," said the
ce.
namely Residents on Campus
nature of wastes at about 21
and the Off- Peter Forbes of
Budget cuts are also another
haza
rdou
s
the Installation Restoration waste sites on base
important Campus Board.
.
issue to them. In order to effe
Program.
ctively deal
"Student Government seems
Under Loring's accelerated plan,all
with further cuts, they want
to operate
con"The key project is the summer field
to work closely totally inde
tract
s for final cleanup must be awarded
pend
entl
y of OCB and ROC. work
with GSS' Legislative Liaison
by
. I will need about $6 million to get the the
committee I'd rather see the
base closure date of September 1994
three work on an equal cont
and other interested students.
.
racts in place for the accelerated prolevel and share responsibilities
Meanwhile, Maine congressiona
"I would also like to invite com
and con- gram we have been
l delemunity cern themselves
asked to do. If we come gation staffers have
with the same things to
been trying to schedule
and business leaders of the area
up with less money, the program will be
who would work for solution
a meeting with Defense Department
s of problems ofstudents,"
be willing to help us review
and Air
slowed down."
the current Reed said.
Force officials this week to see if
inte
rim
That in turn could delay the conversion fund
ing can arranged.
of the military property, currently in use
as
Work will progress on projects
where
a bomber base, to civilian use, Forbes said
. the nature of the wastes already
from page 1
has been
Forbes added that a delay could result
identified, Bean said.
taxes that were three percent,
unless more cleanup money is received with
and that the gun rights, the
cess
atio
The base cleanup is expected
n
of
fore
higher taxes of today are "enrichi
ign aid and in a
to cost
week's time. The $3 million allotted
ng the elite free trade.
in between $220 million and $28
and impoverishing the poor."
0
mill
ion,
Nov
ember,part of the program's $32.4 milMarrou said he was concerned
according to Gary Vest, a deputy
"We fought against King Geor
that the lion budg
assistant
et for 1992,is almost gone,he said. secr
ge, and media often does not
etary of the Air Force.
cover the Libertarian
now we have President Geor
ge," Marrou Party, and that
some newspapers refused to
said.
announce their election results.
He said many
Marrou displayed his anti-tax
stance by media covered only
the two major parties.
saying "we should repeal income
tax, abolIn summing up his Libertarian
ish the I.R.S., burn tax records,
beliefs,
release tax Marrou quoted
Thomas Jefferson, who
protestors and declare a national
holiday." said "the best gov
ernment is one that govOther issues Marrou discusse
d were erns the least."
Take the hint practice

Loring deanup may be delayed
due to lack offederal funds

Marrou

Have you ever noticed that a
condom looks like a life raft?
safe sex.

Hey, Guys! It's the

Are you styled for success?

ride/time qay Vownaw
n

Styles for Success is a hairstylin
g salon designed to cater to the
University of
Maine student Having the most
reasonable rates in the area and
being within walking
distance to campus makes Styles
for Success the only choice for
UMaine students

11 days to go
E

Style

990 Pizza!

for -Success
Appointments Strongly Recommended
866-7888

It's, so simple! From now unti
l February 15, buy any small
pizza from the
Pizza Oven and use this cou
pon to get another* for only
99 cents!**

Pizza Oven

WE

DELIVER

Learn How To Study Abroad

154 Park Street, Orono 866-5505

• of equal or lesser value

three topping limit, one coupon

per customer per order

Chow with the Bros,
Hang with the Sisters.
Dinner with a Fraternity
Tuesday, February 4th 5pm
Hang Out with the Sisters
Wednesday, February 5th 6pm
Where is the Chi Omega House, you
ask?
It's the brown house neighboring
Hancock Hall.
For more information, call 581-41
63.

•
Come Meet the Sisters.

_J

Wednesday, February 5
3:00 - 6:00 p.m. Memorial Uni
on
Damn Yankee Room, Sutton
Lounge
STUDY ABROAD throughou
t the world or
National Student Exchange
throughout the USA.
Study Abroad
National Student Exchange
Roger Clapp Greenhouses
581-1585
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Maine Black Bears 54-53

• UMaine downs Northeastern women 54-53
• Higgins'free throws stop Huskies in Boston
• Black Bear Hockey team wins, ties

•UMaine Men's Basketball

Game Played 2-1-92
UMaine
Name
Min
Fg
Ft
R
A Pts
Briggs
36
2-6 9-10
6
2 13
Frenette
38 2-10 0-0
2
3 4
Carpenter 34 6-11 3-3
5
3 15
Bradstreet 40
3-8 2-5
2
5 9
Goodhue
27
2-7 2-2
1
1
7
Buetow
8
0-0 2-2
5
0 2
Dionne
17
2-4 0-0
0
2 4
Totals
200 17-46 18-22 27 16
54
FG% .370, FT% .818; Three-Point
goals: 2-5
400(Goodhue 1-3, Bradstreet
1-1, Dionne 01); Blocks:3(Frenette, Dionne,Buetow
);Turnovers: 18(Frenette 4, Carpenter
4, Goodhue
3, Briggs 2, Dionne 2, Bradstreet
2, Buetow)
Steals: 10 (Briggs 4, Bradstreet 2,
Frenette,
Goodhue, Carpenter, Dionne)
Northeastern
Name
Min
Fg
Ft
R
A Pis
Harwell
40 7-17 3-3 13
0 17
Wshngtn
18
0-5 2-2
6
2 2
McClintck
14
0-1 0-0
2
0 0
Strong
37
1-5 2-2
1
2 4
Jones
32 6-12 2-2
7 ,0 14
Guidroz
24
4-9 2-2
5
0 11
Robinson
14
0-1 2-3
1
0 2
Oates
12
0-2 2-2
1
0 2
Hobson
6
0-0 1-2
0
O 1
Totals
200 18-52 16-18 41
4 53
FG% .346, FT% .889; Three-Point
goals: 1-2
.500(Guidroz 1-2); Turnovers: 25(Harwel
l 7,
Jones 7, Strong 5, Guidroz 3, Washington,
Oates, McClintock).Steals:8(Harwell 4,
Jones,
Oates, Guidroz, Mayo).
UMaine
28
26
54
Northeastern22
31
53

Higgins wins it for UMaine men
By Chad Finn
Sports Writer
A pair of Marty
Higgins
freethrows with :00.1
left on the clock
lifted the University of Maine men's
basketball team to
a 67-65 victory
over the Northeastern Huskies Saturd
ay afternoon in Boston.
Northeastern (4-14 overall, 1-5 in the
North Atlantic Conference) trailed by
as
many as 12 points in the second half as the
Black Bears appeared headed for an easy
victory. But a 20-8 Huskie run in the last
9:56, capped by an off-balance Omar Lee
jumper with 10 seconds left on the clock,
tied the score at 65.
UMaine(10-10,4-3)then inbounded the
ball to Higgins, and instead of using the Marty Higgins.

Sec MEN'S on page 19

•UMaine Women's Basketball

Black Bears hold on for 54-53 win

UMaine-8U Tie 4-4

By Stuart Davis

Friday's Game
UMaine
4
3
0
0
4
BU
0
2
2
0
4
First Period-1, UM Pellerin 21 (Weinrich, Martin) (pp) 7:11. 2, UM Salfi 5 (Montgmery)
11:19. 3, UM Salfi 6(Unassisted)(shg) 16:42.
4, UM Downey 13(Roy, Link) 19:25. Penalties
- Silverman, UM (Holding)1:03, Thornton,BU
(X-Check) 5:16, Martin, UM (Holding) 9:17,
Cashman, BU (Elbowing) 13:39, Pellerin, UM
(Delay of Game) 14:50.
Second Period-5, BU Jenkins 3 (Pratt, Dahlberg)8:44. 6, BU O'Sullivan 2(Brennan, Sacco) 19:44. Penalties - Pellerin, UM (Interference):33, Brennan, BU (Holding) 5:34, Predergast BU (Slashing) 10:22, Martin, UM (Interference) 14:25.
Third Period-7, BU Koskimaki 14 (O'Sullivan,
Brennan)2:05.8. BU Sacco 10(Friedman,Brennan)4:25. Penalties - Widmeyer, UM (Roughing) 6:31, Dahlberg, BU (Roughing)6:31.
Overtime-No Scoring. No Penalties
Goalies-UM,Snow, 15-3-1(27shots-23saves).
BU, Cashman (15-11), McKersie (18-18).

Sports Writer

UMaine Black Bears 5-2
Saturday's Game
UMaine
3
1
1
5
UM/L
1
0
1
2
First Period-1, UM Montgomery 15 (rardif,
Downey) 5:46. 2, UM Downey 14 (Tardif,
Silverman) 7:39. 3, UM Roy 20 (Unassisted)
13:27.4, UM/L Gatti 11 (Parsons) 15:31. Penalties- Ingraham,UM(High Stick)8:37, Daley,
UM/1.(Hooking) 10:02, Silverman, UM (Holding) 16:58.
Second Period-5, UM Roy 21 (Downey, Robitaille) 14:38. Penalties - Kriss, UM/L (Interference)4:20, LaCouture, UM(High Stick) 10:52,
Carney, UM/L (Hooking) 14:09, Ingraham,
UM (High Stick) 15:09, Pensa, UM/L (High
Stick) 15:09, Weinrich, UM (Slashing) 19:28,
Parsons, UM/L (Slashing) 19:28.
Third Period-6, UM Roy 22(Salfi)0:41.7, UM/
L Parsons 6(Unassisted)(pp) 19:49. Penalties
- Kriss, UM/L (Holding) 2:17, Weinrich, UM
(Hooking)2:38, Meehan,UN1/1.(Tripping)3:26,
Gatti, UM/L(Late Hit)4:20, Pellerin, UM (Late
Hit) 4:20, Conlan, UM (Interference) 6:57,
Parsons, UM/L(High Stick, Misconduct) 7:35,
Robitaille, UM (Holding) 1056, Martin, UM
(Interference)12:33, Link, UM(X-Check)14:21,
Bazin, UM/L (Holding) 16:06, Martin, UM
(Holding) 18:21, Bazin, UM/1.(Holding)18:27,
LaCouture, UM (Interference) 18:58.
Goalies-UM,Snow,16-3-1(21 shots-20saves),
Howland (2-1). UW1_, Roloson 3-7-0 (44-39)

teams' last remaining time out, the senior
point guard brought the ball up the floor.
Appearing unsure of how much time was
left on the clock, Higgins dribbled around
the perimeter trying to set up a final play.
However, NU guard Anthony Brown
reached in as Higgins made his move and
was called for a questionable blocking foul
just as time was about toexpire. Higgins was
sent to the line in a one-and-one situation
with a chance to be the Black Bear hero.
The Huskies called time out to try and ice
Higgins, but the Nutley, NJ native calmly
swished the first shot to give UMaine the
lead. He then sank the second to seal the
victory for UMaine, as the Huskies didn't
have enough time to get off a final attempt.
In the first half Northeastern, behind
Anthony Brown (6 points) and Chucky
Moore(4 points),jumped to an early 18-11
lead as UMaine defensive standout Derrick

UMaine's Jess Carpenter rips down a rebound from Northeastern's Cheryl
Robinson. Carpenter led all Black Bear scorers with 15 points as UMain
e won
54 - 53 at Alfond Arena Saturday.(Boyd photo.)

Well,
the
weather outside
was frightful, but
the game inside
was delightful, at
least for the UniBasketball versity of Maine
women's basketball team and its fans at Alfond Arena.
What appeared to be a relatively easy
going game for the Black Bears in the first
half turned out to be a fight for their lives in
the second,as they squeaked out a 54-53 win
over the visiting Northeastern Huskies.
The cold and snow didn't deter UMaine
early, as Julie Bradstreet sparked,the Black
Bears to a 9-4 lead.
NU's Canine Jones nailed three hoops in a
row though,to push the Huskies in front 10-9.
The NU lead was shortlived, as the Huskies
went cold,shooting just nine of 26 for the first
half.
Meanwhile, UMaine was putting on a
passing show, as Heather Briggs and Jess
Carpenter came up with pretty assists, staking the Black Bears to a lead of as much as
nine.
NU hung tough, closing to within six at
the end of the half when Jackie Guidroz
stole the ball and cruised in for the lay-up
and the Huskies trailed 28-22.
The second half started out well for the
Black Bears, as Carpenter scored on a patented Kevin McHale move and was fouled.
She converted the freebie and UMaine was
cruising comfortably 35-26.
But the cruise would soon end as Hilliary
Harwell and the Huskies fought back.
"We came out at halftime with a lead but
no intensity. We don't push and try to increase it. This has been a problem all year,"
Black Bear Coach Trish Roberts said.
Unfortunately for UMaine,Saturday was
See WOMEN'S on page 19
a
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•UMaine Hockey

Black Bears tie Terriers; d

By Tim Hopley
Sports Writer

NNW

own UMass/Lowell
fig-------\
,. ill an&

Afterplaying what
was possibly their best
period of the year in
the first period Friday
against Boston University,the University
of Maine hockey team
coasted forthe final 40
minutes of the game and it
cost them.
The Terriers came back wit
h two goals in
each the second and third per
iod, forcing the
game into overtime, and
then missed on the
best chance of the extra
session and had to
settle for a 4-4 tie with the
Black Bears.
Senior tri-captain Scott Pell
erin,fresh off
a HE co-Player of the Wee
k award, opened
the scoring at the 7:11 mar
k of the first when
he re-directed a shot fro
m Jason Weinrich
past BU netminder Scott
Cashman.
Kent Salfi tallied the nex
t two UMaine
goals, giving him six on the
season,and more
importantly giving UMaine
a 3-0 lead.
Brian Downey rounded out
the scoring in the
first for the Black Bears whe
n BU forward Mike
Prendergast slid into his own
net,taking the puck
with him after Downey's initi
al shot wasstopped
That was it on the highlight
reel for UMaine,
as the Terriers switched goal
ies between periods with J.P. McKersie com
ing in and shutting
the door for the last40 minute
s of play.The BU Junior Jean-Yves Roy, moved from the
Black Bear first line, tallie
offense meanwhile answered
d his second hat trick of the
the Black Bears' over UMass/Lowell Saturday. Patrice Tar
season in UMaine's 5dif replaced Roy and
four goals with four ofthei
2 win
assisted on the first two
r own in the next two poi
Bla
ck
Bear goals.(Boyd pho
nts
in
the HE standings by virtue
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I. F. INTERNS

ATTENTION
SOPHOMORES!

I-

Paid summer positions
available nationwide in fiel
d of
employee benefits. Gain val
uable
business experience parallel
ed
by educational training in fun
damentals of benefits. Must hav
ea
3.0 GPA and 2 consecutive
summers remaining prior to gra
dua.don. All majors encourage
d to
apply. Call Ann H. Nowak,
Northeast Regional Director,
(617)536-0734 for more
infor.
maLion or stop by the Career
Center, Chadbourne Hall for
an
application. I.F. Interns will
be
recruiting on campus March
25.

International Foundation
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Luncheon Series on

pring 1992
Contemporary Health
Issues

Dealing With Work

Addiction

Maintaining a balance
between one's personal
and professional
life goals is a challange
for many in our cultur
e.
This
presentation explores
choices about our wo
rk
and leisure time
that can contribute to
our well being.
Speaker Valerie Hart
-Smith, M.S., R.N., CS
., Psychotherapist
Tuesday, February 4th
12:20 - 1:30 pm
North & South Bang
or Lounge
Memorial Union, UMai
ne
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11.1111.
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Women's hoop down Huskies
no exception as the momentum swung
to the
NU side of the floor.
The sloppy Black Bear defense
continued, and with 9:22 left Carpenter picked
up
her fourth foul and had to take a
seat. A
minute later Briggs picked up her fourth
and
the Huskies smelled an upset.
UMaine's woes continued as Tracey
Frenette got whistled for her fourth
violation and NU closed to within four.
Harwell, who had been a force on the
boards
all day, grabbed a huge offensive
rebound and put-back to lie the game
at 4646. Time-out 'Maine.
This was gut-check time for the Black
Bears and Briggs responded, making one
of
two at the foul line. Frenette then fouled
out
and NU took advantage as Jones made both
ends of the one- and-one. This gave the
Huskies their first lead since 10-9 way back
in the first.
The parade to the foul line continued,
as Briggs hit four straight sandwiched

Sport Shorts

from page 17

around a pair by Guidroz and UMain
e
was up three, 53-50.
The Black Bears turned up the defensive
intensity and forced a five-second violation,
but Bradstreet was fouled and missed
the
front end of a one-and-one.
NU's Darlene Strong missed a lay-up on
the other end and Bradstreet was fouled
again.This time the senior redeemed herself
by hitting one of two, which proved to be the
game-winner.
Guidroz' last gasp trey from downtown
hit its mark but time had expired and the
Black Bears had survived a scare, 54-53.
With the win, UMaine moves to 13-8
overall, 6-2 in the North Atlantic Conference, while the Huskies fall to 7-11, 1-5 in
conference.
The Black Bears will take to the court
again as they travel to New Hampshire to
take on the Wildcats Feb. 8. The next home
tilt for UMaine will be Feb. 28 when they
host Delaware at 7:30 p.m.

Bonds agrees to $4.7
million deal with Pirates
NEW YORK(AP)— Barry Bonds and
Pittsburgh have put aside their money differences. At least for now.
The outfielder on Friday agreed with the
Pirates on a $4.7 million,one-year contract.
Bonds, who lost in salary arbitration the
lasttwo years,gotthe highestone-yearcontract
in baseball history, topping Cecil Fielder's
$4.5 million deal with Detroit on Tuesday.

No. 10 Ohio St. 68, No. 15
Michigan 58
ANN ARBOR,Mich.(AP)—Jim Jackson made Ohio State's only field goal in the
last nine minutes as the 10th-ranked Buckeyes hung on to beat No. 15 Michigan 6858 Sunday for a share of first place in the
Big Ten.

No. 2 UCLA 78, No.24
Louisville 64
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — UCLA's
Don MacLean scored 25 points and the No.
2 Bruins shot a blistering 79 percent from
the field in the second half en route to a 7864 victory over No. 24 Louisville Sunday.

United States advances in
Davis Cup play
KOHALA COAST, Hawaii (AP) —
Pete Sampras used a strong power serve to
beat Alberto Mancini6-4,6-1 Sunday as the
United States took a 4-0 lead in its Davis
Cup match against Argentina.
The United States clinched a quarterfinal match against Czechoslovakia when
John McEnroe and Rick Leach beat Javier Frana and Christian Miniussi in four
siOs Saturday.

Men's hoop down Huskies too

from page 17

Hodge picked up three fouls in the first
the stretch, while Francois Bouchard tallied which include
d several misses and a couple
10:04 of the contest.
6. But baskets by Lee and Brown, and a of turnove
rs, UMaine's Hursey nailed a
But eight Deonte Hursey points keyed Harlee
three-pointer brought the Huskies jumper off a nice Higgin
s feed to brake a
a 22-5 Black Bear run over the next five
within 7 at 57-50 with 9:15 to play.
four minute Black Bear scoring drought,
minutes and UMaine took a 33-23 lead
The Black Bears extended their lead giving them a
65-61 advantage with 35
with 5:01 left in the half. They increased to
nine with six minutes left but the nev- seconds to play.
their lead to as many as nine (40-31), but er-saydie Huskies, who have lost three
NV's Brown hit an acrobatic jumper off
a couple of hoops by the Huskies' Ben games
on the final play this season, just a long offensive reboun
d to cut the UMaine
Harlee cut the UMaine advantage to 5 at wouldn
't give up. Brown contributed five lead to two with 20
seconds left.
the intermission.
points to a 7-0 Huskie streak that cut the
UMaine had trouble getting the ball
The Black Bears proceeded to open the UMaine lead
to 63-61 with 2:43 left on past midcourt as Lee stole Fritz
Marseille's
second half with a 17-8 run to take a com- the clock.
inboun
ds
pass
and
hit
game-t
his
yingjumpmanding 57-43 lead. Hodge had 7 points in
After some sloppy play by both clubs, er, setting the stage
for Higgins' last-

NIORS & SENIORS
NETWORK FOR YOUR FUTURE
Use MARCH BREAK To Meet With
UMaine Alumni Through The

AINE MENTOR PROGRAM
(Mentor

Guide, Helper, Advisor)

lumni(ae) Volunteers in 14 Major Career Fields
Are Waitin'g To Help You. . .
Gather Career Information
Indentify Specific Career Options Relevant
To Your Interests, Skills, & Abilities
Network To Tap Into A CompetitiveJob
Market
To Select Alums Whose Careers
Match Your Career Interests,
Come Soon to the:

CAREER CENTER
CHADBOURNE HALL
TEL: 581-1359
0The Division of Student Affairs
Co-Sponsomi by the Career Center
and the UMaine Alumni Association

second heroics.
Brown was the game-high scorer with 24
points, while Moore added 12 for the Huskies. Big Dan Callahan added II and ripped
down 13 rebounds for NU.
For the Black Bears,Higgins led the way
with 15 points while dishing out seven assists. Hursey contributed 14 points on sixof-six shooting, and Hodge and Bouchard
each tallied 12 for UMaine.
The Black Bears next game is Wednesday when they take on the Rider Broncs at
Alfond Arena. Tip-off is set for 7:30 p.m.

Just Who Are
These People?*
O

illacanain2faloSgin Hall, x7280
Barbara Homer, 2 Balentine Hall, x6309, x1760
(Balentine, Colvin, Estabrooke)
Grant Samson, 326 Cumberland Hall, x8160
Bill Pinkerton, Box 146, 13-C Low, DTAV, x7173
Mike Taylor, 334 Gannett Hall, x8030
lustina Coolbroth, 168 Hancock Hall, x8687
fermi Murph, 124 Hart Hall, x8569
[lolly L. Fletcher, 326 Kennebec Hall, x6498
Don Clark, Jr., 411 Penobscot Hall, x6622
Robert LHeureux, 407 Somerset Hall, x7664
Dragomir Fluky,'212 York Hall, x6805
David Russell, Stodder Hall

OffAg

Ille$Kappa Sigma, Orono, 581-4160
Eric Beavis, 128 FoFest Ave, Orono, 866-0147
Christopher Breen, 95 Park Place, Apt.8, Orono, 866-3017
Everett Chandler, 299 State St. Apt.3, Bangor
Michael Chelidona, 370 College Ave, Orono, 581-3853
Christopher Del3eck, 25 Goupee St., Brewer, 989-7508
Diane Dostie, 23 Bradbury St., Old/Town, 827-8415
Walter Foster, IV, 296 Stillwater Ave, Old Town, 827-8323
Derik Goodine, 22 Maple St., Brewer, 989-5441
Nathan lints, 370 College Ave, Orono, 581-3853
Mary Alice Johnson, 74 Parkway North, Brewer, 989-2229
Albert Kassatly, 370 College Ave, Orono, 581-3853
Jeff Morris, 370 College Ave, Orono, 581-3853
Tiburcio Moscoso, 13 Fruit St., Bangor, 945-5641 or 947-5103
Julie Ann Mulcahy, Chi Omega House, 581-4161 or 581-4163
Joey Murray, 31B Margin. St., Orono, 866-7520
Scott Murray, 375 College Ave, Orono, 866-0207
Brian Pike, 15a Talrnar Woods, Orono, 866-5618
Greg Thompson, 124 Howard St.. Bangor, 947-5461
Jim Tracey, 79 College Ave, Orono, 866-4485
Brian McClellan, Off Campus
David Turner, Off Campus
Chris Breen/Chris DeBeck, PR Committee

• For answer, flip to the classifieds
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Lint' -4•4_
SWM seeking lady 20-29whoconsiders herselfslim and
SWM 23 needs a dynamic, socially adept introvert I like the
attrodive. I'm into movies, bowling, wutd-iing videos at
blues, screen writing, guitor and piano, am a psychology
home,visiting nice resiouttintsand rollerskating. Tr 10001
major and very healthy looking for the some qualities in a
Hypnotist- Forget astrology—get a dear, solid head. A female behveen 19-24. Tr 1 0006
Sh
Ig mind is a better mind. Deep
relaxation techniques. Professional Counselor especi
ally for students and faculty.
Forget drugs! Student rates. e1001 4
Group-Incrwidual, all arras including self-actualization,
SWM 23,5'1 1", 1 901E6,muscular build seeks intelligent, interodive, humanistic, astrological. Astrogroms also
enthusiastic, rodc-n-roll SWN (sensitive warm nymph) individually prepared. 1,10009
18-24.I'm inb music,aninalsand canputers.1r1000
5 SWF 19 intelligent, am and dtroctive engineering
major
SM28who likes rnLeic mountaineering,movies,the stars looking bra man who will treat me golden. I enjoy smoking
and the New Age is searching for an intelligent, sensitive butts, getting wasted,good sex & vegging in front of the TV
Inieresiecl?ttl0016
SF w/ the same interests Tr10011

1-900-988-5035

(Call costs $1.99/minute)

Responding to a Person 2 Person ad

Just cal 1-900-988-5035 from any touch-tone phone where you receive a bill
and enter the 5-digit Trnumber of the od
that interests you. If your phone is set to pulse instead of tone, you'll need
to set it to tone after accessing the system.
You may then leave a response, enter another Itnumber, or browse
through other messages. ((alls cost $1.99/min.)

•
Shore a lovely home in CRi, per-fed for a nice student,
everything included, reasonable, several options, availa
ble'
now. tr 1 0007
UniversityPoetry
— seeks selectcreative,origirv3I
poetry from students, faculty for its Spring '92 publication.
Theme. Pathways b the Tree of Life University Paste-up
Productions. el0008
SWM who is into Sky Trek,am-country skiing & movies is
looking for SVVF w/similar intenasts. Must be somewhat
attractive No big egos please. It10010
Writing, milting, typing service. Professional writer with
research, evaluation and analytical skills, makingyou look
41
good Piumpt and responsible. Also resumes professionally
written and strategically precxxnad with targetletters. Tr 1001
2
D-divorced Si. single B-block

f-female M'-male

Placing your free Person 2 Person ad
You can pkxe your od by calhng 5811273 or by stopping by our offices in Lord Hall. All Person
2 Person ads are free and
keptconfidential. When you place your ad you'll be given a voice mailbox vnumber and toil
a free number to call to receive
your messages. After you receive your box number you'll need to record a greeting for
people leaving messages for you.

Rules & Dead

lines
Maine Campus Person 2 ?monads are for people seeking a means of screenin
g calls while retaining anonymity. Person 2 Person ads are ideal or singles seeking
relationships, oportment/house dwellers seeking roommates,or employe
applicants for a lob, among other things. No full names, street addresses
rs seeking
or phone numbers will be included in ads. The Maine Campus will refuse
ads that seek to buy or sell sexual services. Ads containing explicit sexual or
will not be accepted. We reserve the right to edit or refuse any ad. All Person
anatomical language
2 Person ads must be placed by 5:00 pm 2 working days pnor to the date
of publication and will remain in effect for 2 weeks. Ads are limited to 140
characters.
-r

Maine Campusclassifieds
jobs
Camp Counselors wanted at beautiful
residential summer camp for girls in Vermont.Gymnastics, tennis,field sports,sailing,canoeing,ceramics,arts/crafts,dance,
drama, and tripping. Strong skills, good
moral character & love of children a must.
Academic credit available. Mid June-Mid
August. Female, non smokers. Contact
Lochearn Camp, Box 500, Post Mills, Vt.
05058 1-800-235-6659.
NEED A JOB? EARN 13 PER ENVELOPE
MAILING OUR SALES CIRCULARS FROM
HOME/DORM! Start Immediately! Send a
Long S.A.S. Envlp: Dept. C-100 P.O. Box
1068 Forked River, NJ 08731.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries. Earn $5,0004-/month. Free transportation! Room & Board! Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or
Female. For employment program call 1206-545-4155 ext. 245

lost &found
LOST:A pair of black isotoner gloves somewhere in Stevens. If found please call 5811273.
LOST: Thin gold bracelet with gold beads
sentimental value. Cash reward if found.
Call 581-1273 Of 827-0412.
LOST: Tan deerskin suede glove(left hand
only) possibly in the Jenness. Call 5813953 or 3900, leave a message.
LOST: Brown leather jacket on Thurs from
Geddys 16Jan92. If you picked up the
wrong one Call 581-7681. Cash reward.
FOUND:Red/black/blue plaid scarf. Found
outside Neville Hall Sunday morning. Call
1273 or come to the Campus office in
basement of Lord.
FOUND: One greenish/purple women's
winter hat with designs on campus. Contact Lou at 1-8767.

aparbnents
Rooms for rent-1165/ mo. Everything
included. Call 581-4162. Ask for Aled or
Darin.

Country-Living Townhouse Apts NEW 2
bdrm 11/2 bath,on site Indry. Heat water,
sewer. 9 miles from UM BRADLEY Sec.
Dep. 1 yr Ise. S575/mo 866-7798.
ORONO.WASHBURN PLACE. 1660/mo.
Luxury 2 BR Townhome w/ basement.
AVAILABLE NOW.W/D Hookup.Incl. Heat,
water,sewer. No Pets. Sec. Dep. 1 yr. lease.
Close to campus. Call 945-6955 or 9455260.
BANGOR PINEWOOD. S575/mo. Luilry
2 BR Townhome. 1 1/2 baths. Wa r/
dryer. Storage. Heat, water, seweir Incl.
Sec. Dep. No Pets. 1 yr. lease. Ca 9456955 or 945-5260.
Roommate needed to s
4BR Orono home close
mo includes all. 866-386.

this clean
ing $200/

2Roomsfor rent in Bangor,S250/month
includes all util. Available Feb. 1st Call 9416405.
House for rent - Clean, 48R, LR, DR,
kitchen. Washer/dryer + storage Easy oil
heat available for spring semester. Serious
only. 866-2386.
Tired of Dorms? Tired of Rent? Buy our
1978 12x60 mobile home, close to campus - on bus route. Furnished or unfurnished. Asking $16,000. Call 827-4737for
more into.

thrift shop
Orono Thrift Shop from Main St. 2nd rt.
oft Pine Wed 11-4 Sat 11-2.

musicians
MUSICIANS! If you're interested in being
in a Christian thrash/Hard core band,contact Chris Reece at 120 Stodder 581-6661.

Stop by the basement ofLord Hall
for yotir classified ad.

spring break
Heatwave Vacations Spring Break 1992
THE BEST RATES-GUARANTEED TO
BEAT THE COMPETITION BY AT LEAST
$.50!!!CANCUN JAMAICA BAHAMAS For
more information, Call 800-395-WAVE
Spring Break "92" with College Tours
Cancun $429 Air, Hotel, Parties, Nightly
Entertainment! Interested in Traveling for
FREE? Become a College Tours Representative. For more information & reservations call: Louie 1 -(800)395-4896.
YOU'VE ONLY GOT ONE WEEK TO LIVE!
DO IT RIGHT! SPRING BREAK IN JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, CANCUN FROM $369!!
ORGANIZE GROUP TRAVEL FREE! CALL 1800-426-7710

services
Gorgeous: Professional male and female exotic dancers and singing telegrams. Call 947-4406. Discounts.
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience, re-

place zippers, hemming,etc, Will pick up

+ deliver. Call Jeanne 827-5115.
ANXIOUS? UNINTENDED PREGNANCY!
Free pregnancy test. 866-5579.

study abroad
Study Away Fair, February 5, 3-6 in the
Damn Yankee Room, Memorial Union.
Explore the opportunities.
Born in Maine? Grew up in Maine? All your
school in Maine? Try something new. You

WANTED:SUN fx PARTY HUNGRY PEOPLE!!! SPRING BREAK: Cancun, Bahamas
from $259.00 includes roundtrip air, 7
nights hotel, parties, free admission and
more! Organize a small group. Earn free
trip. 1(800)BEACH IT.

Tired of Maine winters? Study somewhere
else. National Student Exchange or Study
Abroad Exchanges.

fundraising

Get on with your 1992-93 study away
applications now. Don't miss deadlines.
Come to the Fair.

can Study Abroad.

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student clubs. Earn
up to
$1000 in one week. Plus receive a 11000
bonus yourself. And a FREE WATC
H just
for calling 1-800-932-0528 Ext.
65.

You can study in Alaska, Bulgaria, Canadai
Wales, New Zealand,Austria, Guam,South
America, almost anywhere.

government

Thanks Theta Chi Brothers and Pledges.
The dream is alive. Your Brother, Dale

Bill Reed fit Jim Tracey for Student
Government Pres & VP. Vote Februa
ry 11,
1992, VOTE

Get Personal. Stop by the basement of
Lord Hall today to place your personal ad.

S.G. ANSWER: These people are
Student
Senators! Give them a call if you have
a
gripe. We still need Senators
for Oxford,
Aroostook fs Knox Halls, York Village
,& 4
off-campus seats. To becom
e a senator,
call 581-1775 and ask for Brent.

personals

111- Thanks for being so sweet & forgiving.
Now let's talk about that frustration problem. CJC

26 more 4ifs
5prin 3'break

